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The UR International Summer School provides a fruitful academic experience. Those courses are aimed to undergraduate and graduate students who are interested in deepening their knowledge in topics that involve global and regional trends, with the leadership of national and international professors of the highest academic level.
Taking a summer class at Universidad del Rosario means:

- Being part of an empowered academic community that has been highlighted for receiving the following accreditations:

  - **Times Higher Education (THE) Latin America:** 36-40 (5th place in Colombia)
  - **QS Latin America:** 46 (5th place in Colombia)
  - **Scimago Institutions Ranking:** 607 (4th place in Colombia)
  - **QS World Universities Ranking:** 801-1000
  - **EQQA Institutional Accreditation**
  - Academic and Administrative Excellence

- You will be taking classes in one of the most ancient and prestigious facilities, which have been recognized as cultural heritage in Colombia.
- Sharing experiences with national and international students since we are an university open to the world.
- This year the UR International Summer School has a diversity of topics within its academic offer, that you would really like.
Designing public policies taking into account the migratory phenomena in cities:

This course seeks to explore how the cities can be affected by the migration flows from an interdisciplinary perspective that merge different areas of knowledge as political sciences, international relations, economy, sociology, and urban studies. This topic is relevant in the light of the Colombian panorama where the increase of Venezuelan migrants towards its cities will generate a structural change on urban transformation that implies numerous public policies, governmental actions, and the participation of social actors.

SCHEDULES

Dates: From June 1st to June 12th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Friday - 4:00 PM to 7:30 PM
Venue: Claustro Campus (Bogotá Downtown), Universidad del Rosario
Course intensity: 36 hours

- Credits: 5.1 ECTS
- Language: Spanish-English
- Sponsor: School of Political Sciences, Government and International Relations
- The course costs USD $ 571
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by May 17th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.

Visit our website page.
The purpose of this course is to provide students with the academic tools to comprehend the organized crime dynamics from a multidisciplinary perspective, identify the way that its actors work, analyze the transnational character of the main manifestations of organized crime, review the national and regional principal policies to combat TOC, and develop study cases.
This course pretends to recognize what means to build a peaceful culture, bringing up political and law philosophy topics, in order to analyze the way that an unfair and conflicting society turns into a well-organized society and how the citizens respond to conflict consequences. At the end of the course, the students must create a peaceful building proposal taking into account the taught subjects.
Big data and data journalism:

This course is aimed to students who are interested in learning theoretical and methodological tools to analyze, gather, and visualize data from a social science and journalism perspective. The core of this course is to introduce students to the development of data journalism and Big Data analysis projects, so that they can develop skills to organize and implement data numbers that will allow them to produce and communicate stories with a public interest.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From May 29th to June 11th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Friday – 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM
Venue: Claustro Campus, Universidad del Rosario (Bogotá Downtown)
Course intensity: 30 hours
- Methodology: Workshop
- Credits: 3.4 ECTS
- Language: Spanish
- Sponsor: School of Human Sciences
- The course costs USD $400
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by May 14th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.
Violence based on gender in Colombia (VGB):

This course seeks to analyze the convergence of different identities in the VGB, so that the participants would be able to scope out the assault situation in Colombia as well as regulations and forms of resilience.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From July 10th to July 24th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Friday – 5:30 PM to 8:30 PM
Venue: Claustro Campus, Universidad del Rosario (Bogotá Downtown)
Course intensity: 30 hours

- Methodology: Course-Workshop
- Credits: 3.4 ECTS
- Language: Spanish- English (virtual)
- Sponsor: School of Human Sciences
- The course costs USD $248
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by June 25th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.
Mental Health and social transformations:

This course seeks to identify the relationship between mental health and social transformation from a different theoretical perspective that promotes psychosocial strategies to respond at these changes. Within this methodology, the students will learn to consider the attention models of health care and recognize the importance of getting closer to community-based actions in mental health.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From June 8th to June 12th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Friday – 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM
Venue: Quinta de Mutis Campus, Universidad del Rosario
Course intensity: 34 hours

- Credits: 5.1 ECTS
- Language: Spanish
- Sponsor: School of Medicine and Health Sciences
- The course costs USD $364
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by May 24th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.
Applied Nanotechnology on health sciences:

This course offers an unique opportunity for the participants who are interested in knowing more about the use of nanotechnology and the development of biological and biomedical applications by introducing the theoretical basis, taking into account the nanometric dimensions and their potential use in different technologies that involve health sciences. Seven main modules compose this course: basis, imaging, therapeutic nanoplatforms, nutrition nanotechnology and sports medicine, nanoengineering, and disclosure strategies.

SCHEDULES
Dates: June 1st to June 5th, 2020  
Course Schedule: From Monday to Friday – 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM  
Venue: Quinta de Mutis Campus, Universidad del Rosario  
Course intensity: 35 hours

- Credits: 5.1 ECTS  
- Language: Spanish-English  
- Sponsor: School of Medicine and Health Sciences / School of Natural Sciences and Mathematics  
- The course costs USD $364  
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee  
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by May 17th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.
This short course aims at disseminating the knowledge and best practices on play for children with disabilities emerging from the joint effort of researchers, practitioners and users. Raising awareness on the importance of play for children with disabilities and providing participants with ready-to-use information that they can immediately apply in their professional practice.

**SCHEDULES**

Dates: From July 13th to July 16th, 2020  
Course Schedule: From Monday to Thursday – 7:00 AM to 5:00 PM  
Venue: Sede Quinta de Mutis, Universidad del Rosario - MYA Foundation  
Course intensity: 36 hours

- Credits: 5.1 ECTS  
- Language: Spanish-English  
- Sponsor: School of Medicine and Health Sciences  
- The course costs USD $364  
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.  
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by June 28th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.
Regtech: Law challenge on digital period:

The core of this course is to determine “Regtech” not just as an efficient system tool, but also as a business model Fintech, in order to facilitate compliance with regulatory requirements of the financial industry. Therefore, Regtech will be able to generate most effective formulas to improve finance system and risk management.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From July 7th to July 10th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Tuesday to Friday – 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Venue: Claustro Campus, Universidad del Rosario (Bogotá Downtown)
Course intensity: 32 hours

- Credits: 3.4 ECTS
- Language: Spanish
- Sponsor: School of Law
- The course costs USD $500
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by June 22th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.

Visit our website page
Fintech Summer:

The purpose of this course is to immerse the student into the principal traits of Fintech’s industry standing out operational characteristics, economic benefits, and legal qualifications. Furthermore, the student will be able to establish different dispositions to invest in Fintech and how it can be done in a practical way.

SCHEDULES

Dates: From July 7th to July 10th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Tuesday to Friday – 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Venue: Claustro Campus, Universidad del Rosario (Bogotá Downtown) and Rosario Graduate School of Business.
Course intensity: 32 hours

- Methodology: Course-Workshop
- Credits: 3.4 ECTS
- Language: Spanish
- Sponsor: School of Economics
- The course costs USD $530
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by June 22th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.
Neotropical paleontology in Colombia:

This course offers the opportunity for international and local students to have a direct field experience on Neotropical fossils and learn about the new discoveries and research projects led by Colombian Paleontologists, visiting two of the most important fossiliferous localities in northern South America: La Venta (Tatacoa desert) and Villa de Leyva (Boyacá), Colombia.

SCHEDULES
Dates: June 28th to July 12th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Friday – 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Venue: Desierto de la Tatacoa, Huila and Villa de Leyva, Boyacá – Colombia
Course intensity: 80 hours

• Methodology: Course-Workshop (Excursion Trip)
• Credits: 8.5 ECTS
• Language: English
• Sponsor: School of Natural Sciences and Mathematics
• The course costs USD $892
• The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
• In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by June 13th. This discount will be 10% off.

Visit our website page
Management Summer School:

Throughout this course, the students will have the opportunity to explore strategic and entrepreneurship areas having business outgoings, in order to complement their theoretical training. Additionally, they will learn from other perspectives due to the expertise promoted by professors.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From May 26th to June 5th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Friday – 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Venue: Entrepreneurship and Innovation Campus, Universidad del Rosario.
Course intensity: 80 hours

- Credits: 8.5 ECTS
- Language: English
- Sponsor: School of Business
- The course costs USD $1616
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by May 11th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.

Visit our website page
Learning Machine Learning 2020 (LML)

Learning Machine Learning 2020 is the third version of the series of workshops Learning Machine Learning, which started on 2018. LML-2020 is organized by Universidad del Rosario, and the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, with the support from Universidad de los Andes and Carnegie Mellon. It targets an audience ranging from beginners to experts in data science, machine learning and related fields. The workshop uses a theory-practice methodological approach, which guarantees that the knowledge that is given is put into practice.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From July 13th to July 18th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Saturday
Venue: Claustro Campus, Universidad del Rosario.

- Language: English-Spanish
- Sponsor: Applied Mathematics and Computer Sciences
- The course costs USD $427. The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by June 15th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.

Visit our website page
Big Data CO 2020 is the fourth version of the series of workshops Big Data, which started in 2017. The principal aim of this course is to offer the possibility to know about the challenges and progress that data sciences has had.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From June 4th to June 6th, 2020
Course Schedule: From Thursday to Saturday
Venue: Claustro Campus, Universidad del Rosario.

- Language: Spanish
- Sponsor: Applied Mathematics and Computer Sciences
- The course costs USD $192. The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by May 15th, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.
Green Entrepreneurship

This course consists in promoting a youth entrepreneurship culture through a training model of sustainable business to create solutions. Furthermore, this course fosters entrepreneurial skills and contributes to the social and economic development.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From June 1st to June 3rd, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Wednesday – 8:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Venue: Entrepreneurship and Innovation Campus, Universidad del Rosario
Course intensity: 20 hours

• Language: Spanish
• Sponsor: UR Entrepreneurship research center

Visit our website page
This course seeks to recognize the main strategies and actions developed by Institutions of Higher Education for the construction of educational environments that reflect the impact of the 4.0 revolution and that contribute significantly to this transformation.
Governance, Political and Public Management

This course consists in developing leadership skills with the purpose of contributing to the improvement of political and public management, in order to solve problems through dialogue, consensus and agreements.

SCHEDULES
Dates: From June 16th to July 31st, 2020
Course Schedule: From Monday to Friday- 5:30 PM to 9:30 PM
Venue: Claustro Campus, Universidad del Rosario

- Type of Offer: Diploma in governance, political and public management.
- Language: Spanish
- The course costs $721 USD
- Sponsor: School of Political Sciences, Government and International Relations
- The international community will receive a 10% off on the tuition fee.
- In addition, the participants will get an early bird discount if the payment is proceeded by June 1st, 2020. This discount will be 10% off.
Your stay can be complemented with explorations and cultural activities such as:

- Architecture tour of Bogota
- Public library system
- Hike to eastern mountains of Bogota (Cerros)
- Explore Chingaza: Paramo ecosystem-high altitude tropical forest
- Graffiti tour in Bogota
- Visit to museums: Gold Museum, Botero Museum, National Museum
- Stroll through La Candelaria
- Visit to Salt Cathedral of Zipaquirá
- Take a Bicycle Tour
- Try typical dishes at the best traditional restaurants
Complementary information

Student Housing near to the main university campus (Claustro)

- Housing facilities for international exchange students: Individual and shared rooms
- Not far away from public transportation
- 10 minutes by feet from the Claustro Campus
- International environment
- Gym, laundry, supermarket and restaurants
- Cultural and social activities.
GRACIAS
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